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Introduction

The approaches taken to decide priorities in Australia's traosport system in the past rew
decades have been based on international transport economics techniques. Commentators like
Scrafton (1998) suggest that Australiao transport reform processes based on Commonwealth
inquiries have been largely supportive of the progress made using these techniques. However
the data we have been collecting ror the World Bank on urbao transport reveal that there mus;
be something wrong with the approaches Ihis paper tries to set out the nature of the
problem, what is the fundamental cause of the problem (based on ao over-dependence on
'time savings') and how a new indicator (based on the 'relative speed of transit to traffic') can
help to create more sustainable transport systems in Australiao cities

The Prublem

The data whicb we collected (summarised in Newman aod Kenworthy, 1999 aod more
extensively laid out in Kenworthy aod Laube et ai, 1999) show that on all economic
parameters Australian cities and US cities have the highest transport costs Ihe cities in our

study are listed in I able I

US cities Australian Canadian European High-income lower-income

cities cities cities Asian cities Asian cities

Houston Perth lor'onto Hambmg Tokyo Seoul~

Phoenix Brisbane Vancouver" Frankfwt Hong Kong Kuala lumpur*

Detroit Melbourne Calgary* Zurich Singapore Bangkok'"

Denver Adelaide Edmonton"" Stockholm Jakarta""

Los Angeles Sydney Montreal"" Brussels Manila'"

San Francisco Canberra"" Winnipeg" Pads Surabaya·

Boston Ottawa" London

Washington MWlich

Chicago Copenhagen

New York Vienna

Portland"" Amstenlam,
Sacramento'" :t'
San DieQ:o*

Table 1. Cities in the international comparison of' urban transport and land use.

Notes:
(1) Ihe 16 new cities in the sample are marked with an asterisk (the other 30 were in Newman

and Kenworthy, 1989)
(2) Some recent data have also been collected on Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch in New

Zealand (Bachels, Newman and Kenworthy, 1998)
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Figure 1.

Supportive data are now emerging from the US where a new study (STPP, 1998) examined
15 years of transport infrastructure investment and found that metro areas which invested
heavily in road capacity expansion fared no better in easing congestion than metro areas that
did not Cities with a penchant for road building spent in total $US22 billion more on road
construction than those that did not have this priority, and ended up with similar or slightly

WQIse congestion.
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UK to apply to cities there over the past 600 years (SACIRA, 1994) Ihe one great certainty
in our data comparing cities around the world is that people do take around half-an-hour for
the journey-ta-work on average. Other studies have shown that essentially cities are always
about "1 hour wide" regardless of how people travel, whether on foot or on high speed
freeways (Marchetti, 1994) rhus the time savings claimed by the models are never real but
are transferred into land use change which means people just travel further in the same time.

A confIrmation of the fact that higher speed roads in particular induce more car travel tlnough
urban sprawl can be found in our data in the close correlation between density and car use
(Figure 4) Ihus all the cities on this graph take about the same time for people to get to wad<,
but the amount of car use varies with how widespread the city has become In other words if
all cities have the same travel time then higher speeds must mean more distance is being
travelled; the data in Figure 4 support that with higher car use linked to lower density. Figure
5 further supports this by showing how car use per capita increases strongly with an increase
in the average speed of private transport Such links between sprawl and car use have been
shown before; but never has it been shown how this sprawl is not economically cost-effective.
Ihis can be seen in the correlation between density and the proportion of city wealth absorbed
by transport (Figure 6); sprawling cities are car-dependent and expensive to operate

Travel Time Comparisons

Ihe importance of the constant travel time budget to understanding this issue cannot be
understated. Despite the enormous commitment in US and Australian cities to 'saving time',
the past quarter century of investment appears to have made no obvious gains in this area

Iable 2 demonstrates this quite clearly Using detailed data for each city in the global survey it
is possible to calculate the per capita hours of travel experienced in private transport, public
transport and for total motorised travel (Kenworthy and Laube et ai, 1999). Ihis is done by
dividing per capita passenger kilometres in cars by the average road traffic speed and per
capita public transport passenger kilometres by tpe corrected average speed of the pnblic
transport system (all kerb-ta-kerb speeds). IabjiJ 2 contains the results fOr the regional
groupings of cities, along with the respective aver~ge speeds of the road systems and public

transport systems..
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'Relative Speed' Not 'Time Saving'
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Table 2.. Per capita hours of travel in motorised modes and average speeds in global
cities, 1990

Cities Per Per capita Iotal per Average Average
capita hours in capita hours road public
hours in public of travel in traffic transport
cars tr'ansport motorised speed system

modes (km/h) speed
(km/h)

ArneIican 314 17 331 51.1 27.8

Australian 237 29 266 45.5 30.5

Canadian 234 42 275 39.8 24.0

European 198 51 249 33.4 37.2

Wealthy Asian 87 131 218 27.5 30.7

Developinlr Asian 127 111 238 23.8 16.8
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absolute traffic speed, means that this relative speed term is pushed in favour of private
transport and away from more sustainable modes

A New Indicator for' Sustainable Transport

The mood in transport policy has shifted inexorably to providing more sustainable transport
through better vehicle technology and through approaches that reduce car use growth. Ihis is
seen to simultaneously improve the environment, the economy and the quality of community
life in cities (Trans Scan, 1999).. The question is how best to respond to this agenda In
particular, how can we provide transport infrastructnre which shifts travel patterns away from
car use growth? It is no longer possible to use time savings per se as the indicator or focus of
all the cost-benefit analyses. We would suggest that a preferable indicator is the relative speed
of public transport (transit) to traffic

The basis for suggesting this indicator can be seen in Figure 7 which shows how the cities
with the highest transit to traffic speed ratios have the least proportion of their city wealth
accounted for by passenger transport

The relative speed of transit to traffic is obtained by calculating the average kerb-ta-kerb speed
of all public transport operations in cities (properly weighted) and comparing it to the
24hrnday average road traffic speed across all road categories. Its value is that it can show
how a decision on transport improves or detracts from this ratio As suggested above, this
indicator implies that cities need not become faster in absolute terms in their travel, but rather
that transit needs to be faster than the prevailing road traffic speed,. In this way cities can gain
in terms of their econonnies (less costs of travel overall), have much reduced environmental
impacts (confirmed in data on all parameters such as CO2, smog ennissions, land loss) and
reduced community impacts (less road accidents, reduced severance and so on); this is
developed further in Newman and Kenworthy (1999).

The variations in this parameter can be analYsed';further by considering its regional patterns
(Figure 8).. In the US/Australian cities the speeds'irre 48 kmIh for traffic compared to 29 kmIh
for transit In the European/wealthyAsian cities the speeds are 30 kmIh for traffic and 34
kmIh for transit The difference seems to be that the latter groups of cities have good rail
systems Rail gives a competitive advantage to transit which buses caught in traffic do not
Giving public transport a competitive edge requires that it compete in speed, that is where time
'savings' can mean something on a city-wide modal split basis The difference is
dramatically illustrated in the poorest Asian cities where there are very Iow traffic speeds (24
kmIh) but even slower transit (17 kmIh)
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Tram speeds are generally much lower than trains and sometimes are lower than buses,
they act usually as distributors in central areas, linking in to the major train stations
1981), and they typically operate in inner areas with very high passenger loadings estlOCi,ally
compared with buses. New light rail systems have much higher speeds (eg San

In particular, the bus-only cities of the US, Australia and Canada provide little incentive for car
users to switch to tlansit On average, transit speeds in these cities are 20 to 25 kmIh The data
show that only the rail option can compete with cars as the average speed of urban trains in
selected cities where rail systems are significant are close to that of cars (eg San Francisco
trains 43 kmIh and cars 44 kmIh; Chicago trains 46 kmIh and cars 45 kmIh; Washington
trains 39 kmIh and cars 42 kmIh; New York trains 39.,1<m/h and cars 38 kmIh) In
train speeds exceed average car speeds by 5 kmIh al\d in Europe the contrast is
(average train speeds of 41 kmIh and car speeds of33 kmlh). Train speeds in Asian cities
extremely competitive with cars (eg Singapore's trains are 8 kmIh faster, Hong
kmIh faster, TokYO'S and Seoul's trains are 16 kmIh faster than average road traffic).
are also a lot faster in developing Asian cities where the services exist (Newman
Kenworthy, 1999; Kenworthy and Laube et ai, 1999)

Table 3. Average speed by mode and relative speed of transit to traffic in global cities
(regional averages and selected cities, 1990).
* Before the full electrified rail system Rail system speed is now 51km1h with the northern
suburbs line considerably above this
** Have very small and mostly older, slower rail systems

Cities Average speed (kmlh) Relative speed of
tr'ansit to traffic

Car Train Bus

us cities (av) 51 37 22 0.55

Houston 61 24 039

New York 38 39 19 0.89 .

Australian cities (av, ) 45 35 25 0.67

Perth 45 34* 25 058

Svdnev 37 42 19 0.91

Canadian cities (av,,) 40 33 21 0.60

Ottawa 40 - 24 060

Vancouver 38 42 20 0.67

EuroDean cities (av,,) 33 41 21 1.11

Copenhagen 50 59 24 094

Zurich 36 45 21 1.24

WealthY Asian cities 28 40 17 1.12

Tokvo 24 40 12 1.58

POOI'er Asian cities (av, ) 24 37** 15 o 71

Bangkok 13 34** 9 070

Seoul 24 40 19 1.07





Growth in Perth versus Adelaide Rail Patronage
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Figure 9" Perth and Adelaide rail patronage, 1991-1997

the fact that the present approaches to transport infrastructure funding have ensl,lred that most
public transport investment has little other way of being addressed The funding system in
this case ensured that the freeway which contains the Northern Suburbs railway was a Federal
grant, whereas the railway had to be a State loan A funding system which incorporated an
indicator of relative speed of transit to traffic would have been more able to recognise the
ultimate value of the rail system to Perth's northem corridor.

It is little wonder that in the US a new approach to assessing transport investment is emerging.
New models are being built and at the TRB conferellfe this year a whole session on 'time
savings' recognised that this goal of the modellers wl)1ch has been the basis for much of the
world's road investment, may indeed be illusory. But of greatest significance is the new
approach in the US to transport decision-making which is to require by law the involvement of
the community in transport planning (Transportation Equity Act -TEA 21, the successor to the
original ISTEA legislation or Intermodal Surface Transportation and Efficiency Act) There
are no longer road funds but transport funds and they can only be spent to fulfill the goals of
the local community expressed in their regional plans This is in stark contrast to half a
century of Highway TIUSt Fund money applied almost exclusively to freeways in the USA
There has been an inexorable shift in funding towards the more sustainable modes
Community values seem to be shifting transport towards a higher relative speed for transit
over traffic, eg in California only 14% of people still believe freeways solve congestion and
35% support rail options (Franz, 1989)
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